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SUMMARY 

Investigations by seismic survey and rotary core
drilling have shown that much of the proposed City East
development area in Canberra is underlain by deeply
weathered sedimentary rocks. The deep weathering occurs
along a fault zone, 100 - 200 m wide, which extends from
Ainslie in the north through City East to Lake Burley
Griffin in the south. The great depth of weathering, up to
70 m, and its irregularity within the fault zone, poses
problems for the design of building foundations in the area.
The site for one of the major proposed buildings, the D.C.T.
office building, as shown in Figure 1, has many diverse
foundation conditions which would require special treatment
to reduce differential settlement of the building.

I.



INTRODUCTION

In March 1974 site investigations were undertaken
by Ground Test Pty Ltd for a proposed office building for the
Department of the Capital Territory (D.C.T.). The
D.C.T. office building will form part of the proposed City
East Ddvelopment project (for location see Figure 1).
Drilling indicated completely weathered bedrock to previously
unsuspected depths of up to 70 m, causing problems with
foundation design for the building. BMR was asked by the
National Capital Development Commission to carry out
geophysical surveys and further rotary core drilling in the
City East project area in order to ascertain the extent of
deeply weathered rock and provide information relating to the
feasibility of other proposed building construction in the
area.

The project geologist was P.H. Vanden Broek in
March and April, and G. Jacobson in May and June. B.H. Dolan
was the project geophysicist, and G.A.M. Henderson carried
out the geological mapping of the Civic Centre area.

GEOLOGY OF THE CANBERRA CITY (CIVIC CENTRE) AREA

A geological map of the Canberra City (Civic
Centre) area is shown in Plate 1. It was compiled by
G.A.M. Henderson in 1972 from records of mapping of
excavations carried out by BMR officers over several years.
Information from the current investigation in the City East
area has been added to it.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Alluvium

Alluvium of Tertiary or Quaternary age has been
deposited in two valleys, which were drained by creeks
flowing south into the Molonglo River. The alluvium, which
is up to 5 m thick, consists of gravel, sand, and clay, and
overlies Ordovician and Silurian bedrock.

Faulting in alluvium of probable Tertiary age has
been observed by E.G. Wilson (pers. comm.) in the Monaro Mall
excavation (Fig. 2). The faults were reverse faults dipping
moderately steeply to the northeast.

Bedrock 

Most of the Canberra City (Civic Centre) area is
underlain by middle to late Silurian sedimentary rocks of the
Canberra Group (Strusz and Henderson, 1971) which consists
mainly of shale and mudstone, in part calcareous, dipping
generally to the east and northeast at between 20 and
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50 degrees. These rocks are separated from older, Ordovician
and early Silurian, shale and mudstone to the west by a fault
which has been observed in a tunnel under Liversidge Street,
Acton (Opik, 1958), and which probably extends north beneath
the alluvium agate 1).

The middle to late Silurian rocks can be divided
into two units, which because of their markedly different
weathering characteristics, are of particular significance
for engineering works. The first unit (C on Plate 1), known
in part as the City Hill Shale (Opik, 1958), crops out on
City Hill and has also been mapped at Sullivan's Creek. It
consists of uniform grey mudstone, much of which is
calcareous, and which is relatively resistant to weathering.
The mudstone is generally fresh or slightly weathered and
moderately hard and strong, at a depth of less than 2 metres.

The other middle to late Silurian unit which
includes parts of the Riverside Formation and Turner Mudstone
(Opik, 1958) comprises mainly mudstone and shale (B on
Plate 1) with thin beds of siltstone and fine-grained
sandstone, and some limestone (D) and tuff (F). All of these
rocks, except the limestone, are weathered to considerable
depths throughout the area. The weathering profile is not
known accurately but the information available indicates that
moderately or highly weathered rock probably extends to a
depth of at least 15 m in most places. Boulders of hard,
tough, fresh limestone, set in a clay matrix, occur at
shallow depths in places.

The rocks are folded, and in places are closely
faulted and jointed. Fold axes are parallel to a meridional
cleavage. In the City Hill Shale the plunge of folds ranges
from 0 to 40 degrees and is generally to the north. A major
fault, the City East Fault, has been confirmed by the present
investigation. It trends northerly along a topographic
lineament and has a zone, 100 - 200 m wide, of sheared and
deeply weathered rocks with much clay associated with it.

FOUNDATION CONDITIONS 

The conditions to be expected for excavations and
building foundations depend largely on whether the underlying
rock is the little-weathered mudstone or the other more
deeply weathered rocks. The presence of limestone is also an
important factor in a few places.

In the little-weathered mudstone (unit C)
excavations for foundations of major buildings have generally
encountered moderately strong rock within 2 m of the surface.
For excavations deeper than 2 m a jack-pick would be needed,
and extensive excavations would probably require blasting.
No limestone has been recorded from the area of this pertly
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calcareous rock unit C; however there is a possibility that
small areas of cavernous limestone could occur.

In the other rock types (units B, D, E, F) the
depth of foundations for large buildings depends on the local
depth of weathering and the presence of any weaknesses such
as fault zones or cavernous limestone; generally foundations
need to be deeper than in the little-weathered mudstone.
Owing to the deep weathering, excavation to a depth of about
15 in can probably be accomplished in most places by
mechanical means^(such as bulldozer and ripper, or
power-shovel) without blasting. Where limestone occurs, the
depth to sound rook is irregular.

GROUNDWATER

The rate of seepage of groundwater into deep
excavations depends on the level of the zone of saturation
and on the permeability of the rock and the superficial
deposits. The information available indicates that the zone
of saturation is fairly close to the surface in Canberra City
and groundwater can be expected at a depth of 5 in or less in
most places; on City Hill it is expected to be slightly
deeper.^Permeability is generally low in the bedrock,
especially in the deeply weathered mudstone and shale where
groundwater occurs only in fractures. Permeable lenses of
alluvial sandy gravel are generally above the zone of
saturation except during prolonged wet periods, but may carry
perched aquifers. Highly permeable cavernous limestone has
been encountered in some foundations in Canberra; however
aquifers have not been intersected in excavations at any of
the four known limestone localities in the Civic Centre area
(Plate 1), although some seepage was encountered at the NRMA
building site in Northbourne Avenue.

THE CITY EAST INVESTIGATION 

The results of investigations carried out in the
proposed City East development area are described below.
Locations of seismic traverses and rotary drill holes in the
project area are shown in Figure 1.

SEISMIC REFRACTION SURVEY 

Seismic refraction surveys were carried out on 3
consecutive Sundays, 17 and 24 February, and 3 March, 1974.
The field work was done by B.H. Dolan (geophysicist and party
leader),^M.I. McDowell,^F.N. Michail^(geophysicists)
L. Hemphill, A. Martindale (technical officers) and three
field hands. The main aim of this work was to obtain
information about the structure of the area below depths of
30m.
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A previous seismic survey on the site by BMR in
1971 provided information at shallow depths only (Hill,
1972). The deepest refractor encountered had a seismic
velocity of 1.6 to 2.2 km/s, and results indicated that a
refractor with a higher seismic velocity (3.0 km/s) would
occur at a depth greater than 28 m.

Methods and Equipment 

The velocity with which a vibration is transmitted
through rock varies with the nature of the rock; in general,
the velocity increases with the strength of rock. In the
seismic refraction method a number of ground vibration
detectors (geophones) are placed a known distance apart along
a line. An explosive charge is detonated along this line and
the times of arrival of the longitudinal shock wave produced
by this explosion are recorded from each geophone. From this
information the depth to formations of different seismic
velocity can be determined. The intercept method was used
for interpretation (Heiland, 1946).

In order to obtain data on both shallow and deep
refractors it is necessary to detonate charges close to the
spread of geophones and at some distance from it. In the
present investigation shots were fired up to 330 m from the
end of the geophone spread. Shots were also fired directly
below the end geophones to enable corrections to be made for
the depth of the shot. Because the work was done in a built.
up area several precautions had to be taken. The charges
were placed in parks or car parking areas and in drill holes
5 to 10 m deep; a number of streets and parking areas were
closed; and traffic in the area was controlled by the
police. Because of the distance of the long shot points from
the spread up to 2 kgs of charge had to be used.

The geophones used were type GSC-20D made by the
Geospace Corporation. The two sets of recording equipment
used were the PSU-19 and PT-700 made by Dresser - SIE.

Six geophone spreads were recorded separately. The
spacing between the geophones was 4 m on the first spread and
15 m on the other five spreads.

Results

Figure 1 shows the location of the geophone spreads
and Plate 2 shows the seismic cross-sections. The seismic
velocities recorded and their interpretation are shown in
Table 1.

The surface layer (A) consists of a,thin layer (1
to 2 m) of dry soil, clay and gravel with a seismic velocity
of about 0.3 km/sec which is underlain by a layer, about 2 to
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3 m thick, of partly saturated soil, clay and gravel with a
velocity of about 1.0 km/sec. The average velocity of layer
A is taken as 0.6 km/sec.

The second layer (B) consists mostly of saturated,
completely or highly weathered mudstone with possibly some
bands of moderately weathered mudstone.

TABLE 1 

• CORRELATION OF SEISMIC VELOCITY AND ROCK TYPE 

LAYER^SEISMIC VELOCITY (km/s)^INTERPRETATION 

A^0.6 (average)^Unsaturated soil, gravel
and completely weathered
rock.

1.6 - 2.1^Saturated, highly to complet-
ely weathered mudstone with
possibly some interbedded
layers of moderately weathered
mudstone.

3.5 - 3.6^Moderately weathered to
fresh mudstone (possibly
fractured).

3.5 - 5.5^Moderately weathered to
fresh rock of uncertain and
possibly varied lithology.

The relatively high velocities (1.6 to 2.1 km/sec)
for highly weathered mudstone are due to the formation being
water saturated. In areas where this velocity is highest the
formation probably has a greater proportion of moderately
weathered fragments.

The third layer (C) is probably moderately
weathered to fresh mudstone. The depth to this refractor
varies over the site, from about 17 m at the northern end to
about 70 in at the junction of spreads 5 and 6.

The deepest refractor encountered (D),^has a
variable velocity of 3.5 to 5.5 km/sec. This variability is
considered to be due to different lithologies and zones of
faulting. This refractor is deep (more than 50 m) over the
site except at the western end of spread 2 where it is within
20 m of the surface. The velocities in excess of 5 km/sec
indicate fresh or slightly weathered bedrock with tight
joints.
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Conclusions 

The depth to bedrock, i.e. a refractor with seismic
velocity of 3.5 km/sec or greater, ranges from about 20 m at
the northern end of the site to about 70 m between Ainslie
Avenue and Akuna Street in spread 6. The overlying material
is mainly water-saturated, completely to highly weathered
mudstone. Significant zones of different velocities were
recorded in the deepest refractor and these could be due to
lithological variations or to fault zones.

ROTARY CORE DRILLING 

Although 14 rotary drillholes totalling 474 m in
length were completed by BMR between February and June, 1974.
The locations of the drillholes, which were numbered
Canberra 60-73 inclusive, are shown in Figure 1. Drill cores
are stored in the BMR Cores and Cuttings Laboratory,
Fyshwick. The logs of the drill holes are given in
Appendix 1 and definitions of weathering terms are given in
Table 2.

TABLE 2 

DEGREES OF WEATHERING OF ROCK

DEGREE OF WEATHERING^ DESCRIPTION 

FRESH^ No discolouration or loss in
strength.

FRESH STAINED^ Limonitic staining along
fractures; rock otherwise fresh
and shows no loss of strength.

SLIGHTLY WEATHERED^Rock is slightly discoloured,
but not noticeably lower in
strength than the fresh rock.

MODERATELY WEATHERED^Rock is discoloured and noticeably
weakened; N-size drill core
generally cannot be broken by hand
across the rock fabric.

HIGHLY WEATHERED^Rock is discoloured and weakened;
N-size drill cord can generally be
broken by hand 'across the rock
fabric.

COMPLETELY WEATHERED^Decomposed to a soil, but the
original rock fabric is mostly
preserved.
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Results and discussion 

Rotary core drilling confirmed and extended the
results of the seismic refraction survey. The investigation
has defined a trough of deeply weathered bedrock beneath a
blanket of alluvial fill. The deeply weathered zone probably
extends from Ainslie in the north through City East to the
Central Basin of Lake Burley Griffin.

The deep weathering, and the shearing and
brecciation observed in several drillhole cores indicates
that faulting has affected a zone 100 - 200 m wide. In the
excavation for a test pit at the DCT building site, several
clay-filled fault zones several centiEetres wide were
observed (Fig. 5). These faults strike 005 -010 and most of
them dip steeply east. Elsewhere in the Civic Centre area,
east dipping reverse faults have been observed in the Monaro
Mall excavation (Fig. 2) and at Electricity House in London
Circuit (Gardner, 1974, p. 12). It is likely that the City
East fault zone consists of numerous faulted segments bounded
by reverse faults which dip steeply to the east.

Contours of the depth of weathering below ground
surface are shown in Plate 1. These contours have been
constructed on a generalised surface of slightly weathered or
fresh bedrock, based on seismic and drilling results. The
depth of weathering ranges up to about 70 m in the central
part of the City East project area. Drillholes 64 and 69 in
the northern part of the project area intersected hard,
slightly weathered mudstone at depths of about 20 m.

In detail the weathering is irregular; in some
drillholes relatively hard and strong, moderately weathered
rock overlies softer and weaker, highly to completely
weathered rock. In general, foundations on completely
weathered mudstone (clay) are likely to have : some settlement,
whereas highly weathered mudstone is possibly satisfactory
for pad footings. On the west side of the project area,
multi-storey buildings have been founded on pad footings on
highly weathered mudstone, e.g. the CAGA building
(Fig. 3; Coffey & Hollingsworth, 1971).

Bedrock beneath the project area is generally
calcareous mudstone, which is bluish-grey where fresh and
yellowish-brown where weathered. The calcareous mudstone is
fossiliferous, containing brachiopods and corals which
indicate a middle or late Silurian age, and probably belongs
to the Canberra Group as defined on the 1;50,000 geological
map of Canberra by Strusz and Henderson (1971). Sandstone
was intersected in drillhole 72 in Ainslie Avenue, and
interbedded siltstone and sandstone was intersected in
drillhole 71 in Glebe Park; both of these drillholes are on
the east side of the fault zone. Brecciated mudstone was
intersected in drillholes 62 and 64.
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Groundwater was intersected in several drillholes
at depths of 4-6 m, and in most cases rose to a
potentiometric level of 1.5 - 2 in below ground surface. The
groundwater WAS intersected at the base of the alluvium or at
the top of the fractured mudstone. In drillhole 71 in Glebe
Park, water under pressure was intersected in a fault zone at
27.7 m and flowed at the surface.

SOIL TEST RESULTS - -

Testing of some samples of weathered mudstone was
undertaken in the laboratories of BMR and the Snowy Mountains
Engineering Corporation in order to determine plasticity and
strength parameters.

The completely weathered mudstone is a yellowish
brown or reddish brown stiff silty clay generally classified
as CL or CH on the Unified Soils Classification (Appendix 2).

Samples of completely weathered mudstone from a
drillhole on the DCT building site proved to be ML on the
Unified Soils Classification with plasticity, indices of 8-9,

and^an^unconfined^compressive^strength^of

1.2 kg/cm (Appendix 2).

A^summary^of^triaxial^compression and
consolidometer test results for Samples of completely and
highly weathered mudstone is given it Appendix 2.

THE D.C.T. BUILDING SITE 

The D.C.T. office building is proposed to be a
13-storey structure, approximately 24 in by 73 m, with a
basement excavation to a depth of approximately 5 m. Site
investigations by Ground Test Pty. Ltd. (1974) have included
12 diamond drill holes, testing of soil samples, and load
tests in a pit excavated to basement level.

About 4 in of gravelly alluvium overlies mudstone at
the building site. The eastern half of the site is underlain
by a wedge of relatively strong, moderately weathered
mudstone overlying weaker, completely to highly weathered
mudstone, which extends down to a depth of 70 m (Fig. 4).
The western half of the site is underlain by completely to
highly weathered mudstone to a depth of 70 m. The degree of
weathering is irregular in detail with alternate layers of

hard and soft material.

The geology of the test pit excavated at the site
is shown in Figure 5. Several clay-filled fault zones up to
5 cm wide are exposed in highly weathered mudstone on the
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western side. Measurements of bedding attitudes indicate a
faulted syncline plunging 14 N, with shallow dips near the
core. Dips of bedding measured in drill cores generally
ranged from 20 to 40 degrees. Completely weathered mudstone
is exposed on the southern side of the test pit. Problems of
groundwater inflow from fractured mudstone were encountered
in the excavation; a spring was exposed in the floor, and
several of the test pile holes intersected groundwater.

Possible solutions to the foundation design problem
have been discussed by the site investigation consultant
(Ground Test Pty. Ltd., 1974). A combination of shallow
footings on the northern side with friction piles over the
remainder is favoured at the time of writing (June, 1974).

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Seismic^and^drilling investigations^have
delineated a trough of highly to completely weathered
rock, associated with a major fault zone 100-200 m
wide, which trends north-south through the east side of
Canberra City.

2. The hard, slightly weathered to fresh bedrock that
forms the bed of the trough rises gently to the west
and east of the project area and is deepest (70 m) on
Section 53 which includes the proposed site for the
D.C.T. building.

3. The varied degrees of weathering of the mudstone
beneath D.C.T. building site provide difficult founda-
tion conditions. The highly weathered mudstone may be
satisfactory for pad footings, but the interlayered
highly and completely weathered materials will settle
differentially.

4. Foundation conditions for a large structure would
be better in the northwest part of the City East
development area where hard, slightly weathered rock
has been encountered at depths of about 20 m.

5. The properties of the weathered rock are so varied
within the City East development area that detailed
site investigations will be required for every proposed
structure.

6. Confined groundwater occurs in the fractured
mudstone, and groundwater inflow in excavations is
likely.
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Drill type^_EO X 
Feed_ H.Y.IAPAV Lir— _
Core barrel type ^

__ ITIRIPIE __ TUE&^
Driller ___ ad-LA. ^
Commenced^

Completed __t_ihr_41,A ..7.77^.._

Logged by?. VANDEtt ARM
•

Vertical scale_ _11_1_00^

Checked by^

• Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core toss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint P/ones — Angles ore measured relative tooop/one normal to The core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,fractures) per 25cm of
core occurring of specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — —T.— Level when hole in progress of specified depth.
-2-- Level in com,oleted hole on specified dote.
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Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons Should be read
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sinheecTsjurnecst tiosnacwition ncsoomrep^

ted
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY GEOPHYSICS

PROJECT CJTEAStIEIAiIQN
LOCATION ^

HOLE NO. GO

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e)  cICY2 ^DIRECTION^—

COORDINATES    R.L. OF COLLAR^  SHEET.2. OF2

1
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Rock^Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,strength,etc
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Drill type ____F_OX.___ ______

Peed  _ ..itiD_RAU_LI C._ _ - _ - -

Core barrel type  

_ _TN. P.LE _ _ _TU BE^
Driller _ MIA._ ^
Commenced_ ^

Completed_ IleiPsC44_19:__-_

Logged by I). VAtIteta _PAO
Vertical scale__ MOO__ ____.

Checked b y^

-^
Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25 cm of core. Zones of core toss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measured relative too plane normal /a the core aris

os fect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froetures) per 15em 0
core occurring at specified intercept angle range. .

Water Level Measurements — -X— Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

.^_SI.— Level in completed hole on specified dote.
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Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeo,n,,s should, b,urood
corn

isheets. jurest sections are
pu t
 indicated

by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth Cm)^Black 8 White^Colour

 ^..... _
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT^CITY__ EAST_ __ IN.V.E.STAGATICIN , _ rk.S.Nt•EA
GEOLOGY Ei GEOPHYSICS LOCATION ^

 ^_

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e) _ _5(:) ..^DIRECTION .. _ . r_-_ .

COORDINATES ^ R.L. OF COLLAR^

HOLE NO.^. .

SHEET I. oF.Z

Rock Type
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Degree of INeothering
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Lithology,colour,strength,etc
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Drill type __ __ Ea x_^
Feed_ __HYDRAULIC._ __

Core barrel type ^

_ TRIPLE _ _ ILAME^
Driller __BAIA,^

Commenced_

Completed_ tIARcu__J9C14_ ^
Logged by^ T.-^

vertical scale _i_11:10̂

Checked by^

• Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of gore loss blacked in

Bedding and Joint F./ones — Angles are measured relative too plans normal to the core.oxis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints ,fractures) per 25cm of

core occurring al specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — _X_ Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

-II— Level in completed hale on specified dote.
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Water Pressure Tests
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s
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by blacked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth Cm)^Black a White^Colour .
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I BUREAU OF -MINERAL RESOURCE'S,^PROJECT _ _ C.I3Y_ _ee...vT_ ..1 14_■/5.V.C1_57ACT1O_N. , __CAWIZIECCKP_. __

^

GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION    

_
 ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ceo_^_!.:10.?_ _^DIRECTION^—GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

COORDINATES ^
._ 

R.L. OF COLLAR _ ^-1
1

HOLE NO 61

SHEET 2 OF 2

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

. Description

Lithology,colour, strength, etc "i.,
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Drill type _V _MX_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ .
Feed _ _HY_D_1395J_LAC.._ . _ _

Core barrel type ^

_ __TRIPLE._ _TILVSE.^
ller _ _SJI.R..^

Commenced

Completed _ Plf's 91C.H._ 1914._

Logged by .."..PAVAL_._ 5
_X-vertical scout _.1.00^

Checked by^

'^ Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25.cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked M.

Bedding and Joint P/ones — Angles ore measured relative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,fractures) per 25cm of
core occurring at specified intercept angle rang*.

Water Level measurements — -V— Level when hole in progress at specified depth.
-2-- Level in completed /tale on specified deify.^.
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Water Pressure Tests

0 Values in lugeons should be read 
Theeco,nsjurnacst tiosnecowth;ohncsoomropunt Itcioon/ed

by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

__ - -__
_

1_55'Am/1177
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT ___ girl_ _ _EA't _ _IrlY_ES:11GATION,_ ..ANN.45 E98&^
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION   ^ ___

^_^
GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (8) _510° ^DIRECTION^ _ _  —^ - -- -

COORDINATES ^ R.L. OF COLLAR^.,^

HOLE NO. _ g32.

SHEET_1_ OFZ,
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Degree of Weathering
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Lithology, colour,strength, etc
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Drill type _ _ _FS:22'.._ _._ _ _ _ . _ _ _...

Feed_ i ttOPAVII C. _ _ .^
Core barrel type ^

_ _TRIRLE___11.03£^
Driller _ _ fk.t1  R.,^
Commenced_

Completed . AMU- _ IVA^
Logged by Y..Y.S.....,_ 91.S.^
Vertical scale __%ial0^

Checked by^

•.^ Notes^..

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measUred relative to op/one normal to the core Cris

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (sheers, joints,frct urea) per 25cm of

.^core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

teeter Level Measurements — —L— Level when hole in progress at Specified depth.

• —17— Level in completed hole on specified date.

HOLE^ALSO^1.1V Mtn RE D^C . £ . P. 11
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Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be read
sinneecon,sjurnetosnecilIonncsoomrepunt do Icioonted

by blacked in strIPs•

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth lm I^Black 8 White^Colour

^_

1-551A16/117 8
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Breccic,+eci

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT _ _^EA _ _ INVEST_ 1.C.ATiC) _ CAN E.E.g..13EL _ _
GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS

^
LOCATION ^

HOLE NO C. 2.

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

%IUDS-CONC._

•
C NJ .

U DSCON E
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M uos-ronm
c^— 14.

NO

Flu DsTON E

tbREC-c...%
14 .s.4 —^.‘"/

NO

ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ce) ____^DIRECTION^— ^

COORDINATES
^ R.L. OF COLLAR^

Description

Lithology,COlour,strength,etc

Sm

at

8 k _ 8 Fracture
(8^Log

go
ROD

Defect Frequency_
Intercept Angle
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SHEET 2_ oF.2..

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons) *

rtuos-rowe
BR.ECCAA NW: , C.

Brecc.io.4-ed

NO
END 0

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blacked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measured relative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25oto of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — -X— Level when hole in progress at specified depth.
—V-- Level in completed hole on specified dote.

C.W. cOHiPLETELY WEATHERED

' 14.•^1 • HIC,HLY^•J KT MU D

Water Pressure Tests

Ir. values in hrgeorrs should be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections are indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Block a White Colour

_
I-55/A16/1178

Drill type __FOX _____ _^_

Feed _HY DREW C_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Core barrel type ^

Driller __SAT.?.^

Commenced _

Completed _ ptetku. 

Logged by

Vertical scale _

Checked by
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT^CST -1^Etvs-i-^try./ El- % cANT-kot.4_,_ _c_m..mE.p.,5:__A,_ _ _ _
GEOLOGY 8 GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION _ ^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e) _^_4142° ^DIRECTION _^- ^
COORDINATES   ^R.L. OF COLLAR^

HOLE NO.G.'2:

SHEET 1. 0F_2

Rock^Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Li thology,colour,strength,etc
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Feed__14Y D.AV_V_C._^-
Core barrel type _____ ___^_

_ _l_P_,R1.-.E_TV.SE^
Driller. _e...1-1•R.-
Commenced _

Completed_ ri&gt-M , 1 50 4._
L ogge d by esYMBE14.. ARMS

Vertical scale _ _MOO__ ._ ^

Checked by.

.^ Notes^.

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25 cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Beddin and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured relative to o p/one normal to the core axisg

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,fractures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — _I_ Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

_SL— Level in completed hole on specified dote.

I40LE^ALSO^PJu sm ex KE 0^C .E . e .^1+.
•

C .W .^<-0 v-iPLEIE LY^N..1E/a-TN E.RED
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Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be reo
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections ore indicate■
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black B White^Color

l-55/A16/1179



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY Be GEOPHYSICS

PROJECT ___CITY

LOCATION    

 

HOLE

     

1

1

1

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF UHILL HULL^---- ' —''' "------- •-•
COORDINATES ^

_^__^_

R.L. OF COLLAR.  ^__I SHEE T 2. OF 2.
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Lithology,colour,strength,etc
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Drill type _ _ P_O.g._^

Feed __ kelp P.Atn.tc. _ . _ _ _ __Feed

Core barrel type ^

_ Al:Wiz T̂V.I1E_^
Driller. _e , MR.^
Commenced _

Completed _INAAS-11__.19-3*__ .

Logged bit _VM1DLN _1050Elt

Vertical scale _i_.•_10.0 . 

Checked by

• .^
Notes

Fracture Log^Number of fractures per 2.5cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Plones — Angles ore measured relative to op/One normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctyres) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — _IL_ Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

....17-- Level in completed hole on specified dote.

Water Pressure Tests

n Values m lugeo^shouldt b^readt e

in^
isheets. Test sections are mdicoted

by blacked in strips.
 _

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Block a White^Colour

----- - --.- - -
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT . C IT Y^EAST. ttJv ESTIC.AT I OW. . 1 CANtERRA
GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION ^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (8) ^DIRECTION _ . _7
COORDINATES ^ R.L OF COLLAR __..^.

HOL E NO 6 ii-

SHEE T^1 OF 2.

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithoiogy,coiour, strength, etc
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Drill type _ Max 
Feed_ HID RA52.U..^_^_
Core barrel type

r.1 ?LE T̂I.1.1E_^
Driller ..lt  ti•g• 

Commenced _

Completed MARSH_ _ J9.1.4._ _ .
Logged by PAWNCE114_11/S01.k
Vertical scate..11‘00^

Checked by   

• Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25 cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

sBedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured re/olive to op/One normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of notural defects (shears, joints,fract tires) per 25cm of

core Occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Woter Level Measurements — -I-- Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

_2__ Level in completed/la/eon specified dote.

HOLE^ALSO-RED^C....•E..P. 5.*

^C.N.J.^C_OMPLETELY^WEATHERED

^J .^41 Crki LY^I".I E- AT H E RED .

^

MW..^MO °ERA-1'EL,,^\...1 EAI I-IF- CLE 0

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in /ugeons should De read
n co^ do  nsomarepat/onhtnsjurn

Test
tiosn ws"^

sections
c^

indicated
by blacked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

-
______ _

- -
^--  

_

I-55/•16/1180
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I/ GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

Description

L it hoiogy, colour, strengt h,etc

ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (0)^VtO° ^DIRECTION

COORDINATES^

Structures

0 30^60 60 sol Joints ,veins, seams,f Gulfs ,etc
Intercept Angle

1^I

R.L. OF COLLAR

Fracture
Log ROD

Defect Frequency

SHEET 2. OF 2.

zl
Water Pressure

Jest Losses

(Lugeons) *

2 -VI c-rw% p1e-c-e.S

Si-eepty di rp■ng3 .%roo &

rnoatcwese s.it4neol

"c6s^
-^■O•arrN ;Lk

A'S

II BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
' GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS

PROJECT _ St7^.E AWN._ J.N.INLESTICa 1.01%.% _ C.. AN SIERRA

LOCATION ^
HOLE NO64 -

Drill type __rla X_ _ _ _
Feed _ 3_0.P.Ali LAC _ --

Core barrel type ^

_

Driller _

Commenced

Completed J1MCk4 1 _11:114_ _ _

Logged by C Y.ANDIA).. JIROL.K.

Ver tical scale __ell=^

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planet — Angles ore measured relotive too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept ongle range.

Water Level Measurements — —I-- Level when hole in progress at specified depth.
_TL— Level in completed hole on specified dote.

flu. o o ovrr ELY VJ e.ea OAS 0

S . W .^1..3CT44 T^E^E^D

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections are indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White Colour

I- 55/A16/1180Checked by_
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT. __ .I_TY__ _EAST _ _ThIV_E_STICIATAO.N1,_ g_A■siEEMNA^
GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS^ LOCATION^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e) __RO . ^DIRECTION ^: — 
COORDINATES ^R.L. OF COLLAR^

^  HOLE NO.6_5__

SHEET..1_ 0F2.

Hock^Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description
.Lithology, coloar,strength, ere
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Drill type .^. FOX

Feed _ Hy Ct_ moor__ . _ _ _ _ _
Core barrel type ^

. _1- FLiFIE. -̂11.18E^

Driller .8M_ . ^

Commenced

Completed ^

Logged by ?-:VAND.Ort _eitOt.K _ _

Vertical scale _ J100._ __ ____

Checked by^

Notes
.

Fracture Log — Number of froctures per 25cm of core. Zones of core toss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Plones — Angles are measured relative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency —Number of natural defects (sheors,joints,froctures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — ...L. Level when hole in progress at specified depM.

_SL— Level in Completect hole on specified dote.

HOLE^ALU) r4U 1H SERE 0^t...f . P ,^6

C .N../ .^(0 e49 LE T EN-i^W E AT VIENED
.

.^N N4 ...^VA %OK LY^WE P.-THS RE D

PILW .^- MODERATELY^• We-A-NES D
.^.^ -

Water Pressure Tests

is. cVoonluesnci tn iolunge otnhscsoAmopuldtabteiornead

sheets. Test sections ore indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (n)^Block & White^Colour

.

.

..^
•^

-^
.^I -55/A16/118I 
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT . . C. IT Y _ F.A.57_ _ INVE.STICLATIOIA, _CA_KM_RICA.GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION _^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e) ^90 ^DIRECTION ___ _ , _ ___ __ ___
COORDINAT ES   ^R.L OF COLLAR^

_ ^ •

 ^HOLE NO _C.5

SHEET 2_ OF _2_
Rock Type

and
Degree at 'Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,etrength, etc
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Ml"..iceig. +ff.C.1-C--:24`,'S'Zr-,-'k - -''.•*.*--r:-.=
Completed. _ _  ^-- ..

Logged by'r.._YAM.DtW_ ER.-13.Elc
Vertical scale^.1_: 1 0.C.:10 ^

Checked by.

 Notes

Frocture'Loo. - Number of fractures per 25cm of Core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Ang/ei ore measured relative tooop/one normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept•ongle range.

Water Level Measurements — ...L._ Level when hole in progress at specified depth.
- .."-r--, *. :,.....,,;' :""..!' *^•^T, ^Level in completed hole on *eel lied dotiI: ,, -.^7.-.:„. ,-..:, x•

1
C.N.4 ..^co el eLs -rtLy^W EAT HE FLE D .
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Vt .‘", -^MO DERATE LY^WE FcrliEske o.^•

• •

•• * Water Pressure Tests

C Values in lugeons should be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections are indicated
by blacked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth ( in )• :,, Black 8 White^Colour

..
,^ '.

1-55/A16/1181^I '
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BUREAU OF
GEOLOGY

GEOLOGICAL
• .

MINERAL RESOURCES!,^PROJECT ^CY_r_ Y. _ _EAsT_ _ LINLY_ESTA.U.NT.A.C94..,_ _CANA EAR&^
GEOPHYSICS^•^LOCATION^

^LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL Oa) ^_90, ^DIRECTION ^— 

COORDINATES   ^R.L. OF COLLAR^

^  HOLE NO. Gra_

SHEET _l_ 0F_2..

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weoth ring

Description

Limology,comur,strength,etc
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Core barrel type ______ ___
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Driller .g.M.R.,

Commenced^' 

Completed 23.73 -v+ 
Logged  b y T.-VANDEN. .ehtl.EK

ver rico; scale .1:100^

Chocked by^. _ _ ..

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blacked in.

Bedding and Joint Pianos — Angles ore measured relative to o p/one normol to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears,joints,froctures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.^.

Water Level Measurements — _.1.— Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

-2-- Level in completed hole on specifies/ dote.

Nom^Atso - NUM SE. RE D^-.E .P. V
FA .44 .^MODERATELY^v,)E A-V*4 E. RED

S.‘4.^S. 1-/(YHTLY^,../ E. AT4E.RED

.

-

Water Pressure Tests

0 Values in lugeons shouts/ be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections are indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

1-55/416/1182
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^
PROJECT _ 5.1T.:1_..._EAWr__ItiY.ESTJSA_TION,._ _CANIKE.EkRA.^GEOLOGY 8 GEOPHYSICS

• LOCATION     
---

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e)__ncê --^DIRECTION ___ _  —  ^---
COORDINATES^ -  ^R.L. OF COLLAR^
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Core barrel type ^
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Driller^8.,e1  • 11. •

Commenced

Completed ^2.9_ _721 73_4'. . __ . .
Logged by P.:MANC1.11...JSKOtte

Vertical scale _UJOI:1_ ^

Checked by^

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blacked in.

Bedding and Joint P/ones — Angles are measured relative too p/one nermo/ to the core aris

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25cm of
core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — -7-- Level when hole in progress at specified depth.
-2._ Level in completed hole on spec/fled dote.
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'^Water Pressure Testa

C Values in /ugeons should be read
sinheconsjurn ec st tiosnecl V titiohnes0071Int da1cklanted

by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

• 
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT _ __CiTY EA.5T IMVESTIGPIT.19_,s1,__CkNESARA^
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION   ^ ._ ^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ( 6 ) _. ao! _____ __^DIRECTION __ _.-:'_^___^---

COORDINATES  ^R.L. OF COLLAR^

-

HOLE NO.? 

SHEET .1^OF_2.

Rock^Type
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Degree of Weathering

Description

Litnology,coiour,strength,etc
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Core barrel type ^
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Commenced^

Completed

Logged by :t3biltalats1-1.44/6)

Vertical scale^

.^V

Checked, by .
.

'^ Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of Care. Zones of core loss blocked M.

Bedding and Joint P/ones — Angles ore measured relative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequenci — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,frocturesl per 25cm of
core occurring ot specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — .1— Lave/ when hole in progress of specified depth.

-.V-- Level in completed hole on specified dote.

Hoag , ALSO^94U *4 ,B ERZ b^C- E .1. 9 .'
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'

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections ore indicated
by blocked in strOs-

Core Photograph Negative NOV

^

Depth (m)^Black 8 White^Colour

-

_ -

. ^ __ •_^_^_^
^-- ^-^---^-
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

■
11, ROjECT __ _ CiTsi_ _ EAST _ _ 114Vre,..SIjC2A7101.1,_ _ g.AlsItE_Keas,^ 1HOLE NO  G 7 
LOCATION   ^' ^' 

14NGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ( a ) _ 510-  ^DIRECTION
I

f °ORDINATES   ^R.L. OF COLLAR _ ^ i SHEET Z OF 2.
1

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

LithoIogy, colour, strength,etc

,^o
.^t 0

Ei j

-0 2 ...8 i.3

;.-'-- e i

e
fa :.:

.
rocture
Log^ROD

Defect Fre quency
- -- — -
Intercept Angle

• 30^60^80 90

Structures

Joints ,veins, seams,foults ,etc

'6 Ei
---, 3;

--,

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons) *

6^12^Kt.,

MU DsTot,IE

)4 AN!. - C NJ .

Nu os-ronm
c . w.

ps-roKA
H N,J . - c..,.. i .

"tams) - lorown i rndlei

siiir cl 0-y

Y &low b rown 4ir
a „„,y

it.11ow^brown
fai' ii;^clay.

^.1^1

in^_

- -

L

N-/

...1Mu:
100

100

IIIIII

_

I
I ME

NM=

—NomNom_

1111111111111111
SI

11
M Bre c.cia.ta alMUDST0e4E CLI.

tI t . ) D S T 0 K 1 E

HN.J.

^II --.—iktedi^IsprOu.lh picksk■o. c

Y leiter.,^brown I MOM MN
WIZ mil

titJOSTOk■IE

t4 s...).- c .w .

Ictlow - orc^rown

.

1

-11111

.........

mul..=mom.

S'n^red

Vi v osioNis.
..

'lel ow -meant ' beo.r

rn
I

t^'

4) •

11111111111111111=MB ,..
Lion and rnancre se

sf-oined S oin4sI —1
_

ti ut:, s-rors3 E

'1.4%.4.- (.4.3.

1 ettow - brown

weak , tow.a. rnacieva.i.e.v
etA-cort pieces

100

I
. Some_^6r oke n t cevslied

,

—

E.W ID OF

-

HOLE^31 re% (105 fa

Drill type __FOLK^

Feed_ _ii tOICAS•14.1C.... _ _ _ _ _ _
Core barrel type ^

_

Driller _ _OMR

Commenced_

Completed _41". 1.1._ Jai*^
Logged b ;MIAOW. _MX_

vertical scale ^u?Sx^
•

Checked by_ ^

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 05 Cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked M.

Bedding and ..loMt Planes — Angles ore measured relative too plane norm al to Mo core "ii

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears doints,froctures) per 25cm of

Cer• occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — -L.- Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

-2.-.. Level in completed hole on specified dote.

.^.c .•., .^.C.01iPLETELY^WENT H ERE D^
•

H.W.- ^H 10410'^•NAJEATHERED

MN., . MODERATELY '^WEATHERED

-^•^ •
•

Water Pressure Tests

Valuesnei tn lungweonhscsohmopuuldtob teionreadr; Vali^u^io

sheets. Test sections ore indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

1-55/A16/1183



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS

PROJECT _ _ .0 IT Y _ EASTN_VESTAGATION I _SANSIERM _
LOCAT ION ..

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (8) SO °
COORDINATE.;

DIRECTION .

R L OF COLLAR

1HOLE NO _68

1 SHEET 1 OF 2

1

Rock Ty pe
and

Degree of Weathering

tDesci prion

Lithology,C0i0Uf ,strength,etc^I e,
I a, ..■

? 3 c.,-^I

0f,^m

:.-F,'
=id, 2

'0 2e.^
;:.^':' b^racture
g;".2 r Leg^ROD
0 8 0

^Fruenc ^1–Detecteq^y^
Structure s

Intercept Angle
• 30^60^80^so^joints ,veinsseams,foultsetc

^

l^,^, (Lugeons) .

•-,, ,,
–1

.'ti^ 1Water Pressure
Test Losses

0^6^(2 18+

.

-
.i

.^,.

.

1 il ! Ill–^T-
'!!!!

-^!!: 1:

1- —1---

!^I
r

------t.--------- ---r --
NO^CORE.

i
1

-1

!HI

l

^+
[7-
i

-- --

F-ME

SANDSTONE^Yellow 131-0.01,1 •^ck
C.s...i.

100 Sm .4
L

Broken- core

•

.

NO^CORE

1'^1

J^!^I:
I,

-I
i^i

lom

_

-

-
— --

FINE .,.
^SANDSTONE^Yellow brown, wecklc

c,..w.- 

^NO^CORE

- _
—_ 15_

,.

•_
t----

i

—
!!

1.1^i
Ii

ilUDSTONE

HW.- C.W.^lap...) ,weok

.-..„.-
95

• -- --
.

_ __. -- ----.I
rInaken^core

.o.i.1111•1051:..,

50

I^i

.
_ •_

Mips-P:114E cx,,

NO^CORE ,
tivos-rowc. c_.%.4

_
-- 30 B rekell^C-0 C (2.

NO^CORE

II
I ME

HUDs1CoNsE
I-I N...) - C .■%.1 .^ke..1 ink . yellow^rown 20 . 1:

NO^CORE lie
=I

Drill type ___ FQX____.^_

Feed __ 44YDRAULIC. ____
Core barrel type ^

___ 75.k.I.PLE __ _TUBE^

Driller ..^et.M.,R...^
Commenced

Completed .Arpo.t..__.(114..

Logged byl),VANDEN_MOO

Vertical scale ^_11.1 0.0_ ___

Checked by-

.^ .^Notes^ .

Froc lure Log — Number of fractures per 2.5cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked M.

Bedding'n and don), Planes — Angles ore measured re/olive to o plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (sheori,joints,froctures) per 25cm of .

Core occurring of specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — _IL_ Level when hole in progress of specified depth.

7 ^Level in completed hole on specified dote.

1401.E^IS ALSO^NUMGERED^C.E.P. k0
C.W .^COMPLETELY WEAlliERED

14.W.^1.11GFILY^WE A-NEREID

_

Water Pressure Tests

teionreadin', VOA/8%7 01 nuge iohnscoshmo
computation

sheets Test sections ore indicated
by blacked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (ml^Black a ',Senile^Colour

!-L5/A16/1184



1

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^•PROjECT . _C MY _ _ EA. aT _ _NY. ES'S_I_GATtON., _CAINLESE.9_,^. .GEOLOGY 84 GEOPHYSICS^.^ ..
LOCATION------------- -- -------------- - - - -- - --- ----------- -

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e)^IQ° ^DIRECTION ._ . ..
_COORDINATES ^ R L. OF COLLAR _^._^ .

--- --_____-_

.,..

HOLE NO. 5 V:._

,

SHEE 1 2 OF 2_
Rock^Type

and
Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithoiogy,colour,strerigth,etc

et•^.-`1.e 0,

',3 I 3
2 is' t0^a

...-S; i
.c.!!- _ 8gi.6 Fracture

Log ROD

Defect Frequency

-In-tera--ePt Angle^-
0^30^60^130 60

Structures^6 io
:^.^ .6,^'
voints,veins,seams,foults,etc^--,

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeonst .
0 6 12 113.

NO

—

CORE

60

/Tr

-

-

.

,
11111

.

.

.

-

,'

Coi s taty • "rr, o.c+v r e.ci ,
Broke" core..

Piga. tuottert cote.

1 5 1 LT sro NE
• •14.w.

M i ca ceo v s. ,
j ale

.
NO CORE

mu=

Sti..-rsno4e likozeous , so"c1 y

-80

-

.
25m.

Nuos•tome .

NW.- C.w. -

NO

Yetto,...,
waalc

CORE

\

Trr_

111

III

misilmii
NIN

Nms-rowt

H.'").- C.M.1 .
_

-^- .40-

•Yellow^brown

HC

In

- "t .i,,, ;)
.^6140

.

._^,

. or ' P., ^_
oF HOLE^30.5 ••■( 100

•

*Aft

.
..

.

ME
:MEI:

Er.i....

..._

...
Drill type __ FA 21_ _ _ . ._ _ _ .
Feed . _M-Y_MAU_Iftl_C _ . _ - _

Ccre barrel type __.-----------

_ _ r_N.et-S_ __T3/551^

Driller ...5..ti_ltv..._^

Commenced _

Comp! a tad _Ar-Ek4, __t_TV't...

Logged by _ MYAKI110_ _WV
Vertical Goole_ __V1952.____.:

Checked by ^, •̂

.^ Notes

Fracture Log - Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in

Bedding and Joint Planes - Angles ore measured relative too clone normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency - Number of natural defects (shears, joints,frociures) per 25cm of
core occurring al specified intercept angle range.'

Water Level Measurements - -2.- Level when holwin progress ot specified depth.

-3L- Level in completed hole on specified dote.

C A.,I .^COMPLETELY^WEAll'IEED
4A.4•^44 1GHLY^1".1 E ATHEkED

•

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in to goons should be rood
sinheeconsiurnecs

t lcisne:tilcsTePuint da /feted
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m 1^Black 6 White^Colour

.. _ . _

.^ I-55/A16/1184^.
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.^ 1
BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^ IPROJECT _ _C. I T_Y _ _ . VAST_ _ INME_ST_ISIAT.30 R.^C.AINBE14.K.A. .^.
GEOLOGY &GEOPHYSICS^ --1-^ -,

LOCATION  ^ ii-i0_--i NO G.
!

GEOLOGICAL LOG OP DRILL HOLE.^ANGbE FROM HORIZONTAL (6)^ 51 11°__  ^DIRECTION _.^.
COORDINATES    ...^.^R.L OF COLLAR^ 1 SHEE .^I^OF L.

-- —
Rock^Typecs, .!?^2 E _.. c 2 .^.^Defect FrequencyDescription^c^.c 0^0 g g!^._ -,.,-,A Fracture^ Structures

Degree of Weothering^Lithology, colour, strength, etc^—6^6^-jer- 2^.u. g 0^0^30^60^80^90^jOtritS,veins,seams,foults,atc^I 3i^(, ugeons)
anden^& _i°^'''' _0 g^#2:. .._^Log^ROD^Intercept Angle^ I t^Test Losselt- 3W•7•er Pressu
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%..w. - s A.,f,^ ,„,..^5 0'Ze4.-ik-^iCitk

----"--

.
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^
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-^- -
--- --- -^-^.- •^- -- -- —

Mbi)StOAE^....rr•
IlliP1i^ ''i'lfr^..1`4.-^.k..

€.4....A.,,,^...,.^‘,... jaa.^i88,1

.^ s'....NN^

,..^I 
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IS (TV

- - -^gr-teitin-^iloldb.n . cr"-ij';',Vila._
.^4a:t1.2h;

.^.^.

_ ^_^_^ Agt^
ane e^rl

rg-
48^EBRE^

I--.

—^ -^_^ - - -- - ---
I^

-^-
-

.- 

M 0 is-itiisit.^-^.^
kli

_ 7....,,^-^.,^s-:,...37-t^t1C,s,^.^411114§ ,^..^,Gniy - I3ro- urn , V•ci.ni

N1^

- ,
S.-W.^--S'-‘*:Id3^‘rISCIC^h

,^•
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- - - - -^iori^:-Vt-ctisoiNi^8,^c_113,./ •••^flied

^

.^- - --^-
_.^-

100^
-
^-. - -^I oii-vi s^coss',1 Arai.) t

-^._
_ .^.

huvS-roi4E-- i:5-----^ -^20-rii,^ - -

^

Completed___ 12: 11?: l ^‘ 

..^_

II^FO^ Notes^ Water PrsDrill^typ-. r,-X,...-,^- . ...^....-,- - ---- -^-..... ^r,./,,,-i,^-,.^'^-.,,,,^•c r --^• --^1-'^
eitire Tests

Veeb__ Eli, Lifs.tW_C.' m____^"Frocii,,. -i.o.i -A/umber Of fractures Per 25Vm Of;ori.-ianai Of 00,41 lossIlckect In.^!), Vaii/.'s;n ICigns 'should be feed
--^- i• - i. ti! i.ii..-ii:' P.?^_.^- ."^,.^- -., r. • . is "E.^.,j;^t. V : :e, n:rmel to Me care ct^in can'jiMPtion-wilb-computation

Core bCirre'l.tyae ,__.....:..___....._^Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measured re/olive to op/one normal to the core axis .speeis.....riiii,-si:alioni are it'd/Pc/tad

^

,--;;;;,.,:;;:4 ----Mumier of natural g,fi °Cis (s'he'a. rs/fa' ih'is;ri roCteil1 Apeerr ksce; ',',i^liy blocked in strips.
'core occurring at specified intercept angle range.Driller ___B.St_Ft....^ ---^!,, .^..^.1V • "^.1,! '^,^ tore Photograph Negative _

Water Level MeOsu'remonts — -IL- Level when hole /17 pro'gress otipectfied depth
Commenbed___  ^.^ -_17—..LiVel in co./no/616d hole on iilisilfticldt.iti.^tiegitht(m)^Block

;^.s^,-^.^..^ ..,
I>Mott^r.t.so .t4unsittEi^C.E^.^12^ • 

Logged by _G. rek0_126Citt _ C.W.^COMPLETELY^*I i ATHEAE D^-^• 
Vertical scale__I;iaci_____^ _-̂%.% .W.^H 1GHLY144 E AT HERE'S4^ -^.^,^:^... ,..^..

, MW . MODERATELY^W EATHEICt•
.^.

Checked by ^ .'S•%■/, • surA4T.Ly'^■.4EATIA.sitt-S.. .^„ _.^
. .^_^.

_^.^..^. _^_^.^.^.^.^.^..^...^ ...^.^_ . .^___1-55/Al/1185

._
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ck^Yitifte^Colour



a - 40 c,f, re.ces
s.Veel:Ay ci4 10,1-%
iron vto .ane_ck

bath:6,13 oti‘p GC:f

.1, HOLE NC) C:) 2̀1_

•
' SHEET 2 0F2.

6i 146Li 36-5EN

PROJECT^Cit.? .. EAST
LOCATION ^.

Af1/4,C0_:^HORIZONTAL (8) -^ C:RECTION _

COORDtNA7ES ^ R.L OF COLLAR ^

1 -30 cry' pieces,
I iron sAcuneci . o,rici

^ cloy 4i lied yank -

c4\-cAcertsict e ol
^ Cou14 plane_ esY)r.r

2.0 - 23 • % rT1

2.0 cm (..“.ms\neci
24- • •

Gray, ho.ra si•ron

Grey, 6arci 1 sfroru3

1Crusl-ted o.r,c1
---1^btoken, roboATAy

sieepy otttotair,^' .

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons)

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY et GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

II tfm-roNE.

I-tut/STONE

ti VDSIONE
- H

110D5ToNIE

Weak , some %Ito
pieces.

Grey 5 tvarel sin,"

tiovroK4s

PREEN silko.31$ tilluisV, (gay,
strorn

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections arc indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph . Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White Colour

I 5 5/416/118 5

—4- - - —r - —

-1-

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blacked tn.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measured relative to pions normal to the core avis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,fractures) per 25cm of
core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements —
^Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

..... Level in completed hole on specified dote.

rrJ. ii094fLaT1.Of NNE 0+1V4ElkE)

14 j. HICH4 Li WEATHERED

SA", • SLIG411-Y W E THPRE1)

Drill type _

Feed _ _ K.Y.IgkttkAA ^

Core barrel type _ ^

_ .:M.^
Driller _ _

Commenced _ ^

Completed.-2 _
Logged by^.^ISCIN
Vertical scale _

checked by^



BUREAU OF MiNERAL RESOURCES,.PRO^CITYM' ...EAST^NS, .5-1- 1C IAT to i'4^., CA.I•tetARA
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSiCS LOCATICh. _^.... - --- -^--^-. - .^.^.^__^.^_

GEOLOGIC AL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ( e ) _ _ . 5!)_'_.^.^DIRECTION __ .. _._ --r.•

COORDINATES ^ R.L. OF COLLAR ___

HOLE NC. -/C)

SHEET I . 0F2..

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,strength,etc

le
c^.c ci.

Ao 0 -

2 e z...
o 8 cg
*- 0 °
1:?,- y.

, E o
I,. ,8
0
cirq

Fracture
Log ROD

Defect Frequency
--- — • --

Intercept Angle
0^30^60^so 90

Structures

Joints ,veins ,seams,faults,etc
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--.. ,%

-1

1V/ater Pressure
Test Losses
(Lugeons) C
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1
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-
-----

.
- •__•

tAups-romL
c...\4 . (c.LP.e)

NO 

MUD s-roNE
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N 0
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F't rn-t^-s4i fT^(-LAY.

CORE
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——
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-
1

-_—

II,
I^,^.I^i

70
-

10m-

■^;^,

1^1
i

—

i

----

---t
. _ _ _

_
. -_ .. _

_

II
-- -- -

11 %./ DsioNE

C .s..1 .
(CLAY)

Red -browr, I Arm

4"0^is+ iFC^dc,y

-- 100 15/Tr

i^I
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_
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I

iI
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NO 
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c.,j . _ t.i...1 .

CORE

Red - 1:+to*.In^sliCr
day 4o weak rock

in

_-- 90

2Orri

Some^ eaken and,—

-= cruched.

Drill type _ __ _F_OX_
Feed _ _ .H_Y_PRAUP_C_^_

Core barrel type ^

. _TAME _ __"1"_uSIV̂
Driller .^cti•fc.^
Commenced

Completed _ __2.6,40,7. :Pt^
Logged by _ C.T....TAW &SON _
Vertical scole _ _I_ 1..1.00.^

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25 cm of core. Zones of core loss blacked in

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured relative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25cm of

core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — -i-- Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

_IL- Level in completed hole on specified dote.^,

^ROLE ALSO^NU ti B SIMI)^C . E 1'.^IS

^C •■••/ •^CO II PLETELY^WE ATHE A.E..)

^

H .s4 .^PI tolLY^siJ EATNERED

Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be read
in co,, junction  with computation
sheets. rest sections ore indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (rn )^Black a White^Colour
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IUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
EOLOGY 5 GEOPHYSICS

EOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

PROJECT ĈITY E AST _ _ _NYLW AT ION gAN SIE 
LOCATION     I 

HOLE NO. 30_

ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (B) 30^ DIRECTION^_ _-

COORDINATES    R.L. OF COLLAR   SHEET.2 OF2

  

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology.colour,strength,etc

z o.
a 9

, 6.-

v a ,..
c^■.,...-

0o^,r
— n..3 ẑ.- F. ...^.

-
.9a

racture
Log ROD

Defect Frequency
Structures

Joints,veins,seams,foults,etc
4-=^,,,

-i

,t -6 /Woter Pressure
Test Losses
(Lugeons) •

.1

-----
Intercept Angle

6^30^60^80 90

O e^12 iti•
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20m
!!I

NO CORE
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I
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I^. -I
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.
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MUTPSTONE
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L3r11 :, ,^.,^1

it

I1
1

day C.“1 ea.Toin‘^,^.
irov, ostd, rno:no.emse

skoirteck

NO CO RE

ti Ulr STONE

C--`4.'" •NNI .ii Red- lovown silff
c_tick■witkin - sOrne

bo:ncts
— 90 _

3On't

.
S4Neoreci_____ 

EN D OF  SOLE^30 •5 m

•

fee+

_

_

-

_

-

_

_

. _

Drill type __ _  

Feed _ _ HI_ )IIAS.1 Li _C _ _ _^_
Core barrel type ^

_ _TRI.PLE__ _TV fiE_^
Driller. _ _ t „HA_
Commenced_ ^

Completed .250_74k-1_14_ _._

Logged by _%._Iik.C.o_fiSsatt

Vertical scale  I  O. 

Checked by^

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blacked in. .

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured relative too plane normal to the core aris

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) per 25cm of

.^Core occurring at speCified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements — -I-- Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

_Z-... Level in completed hole on specified date.

c.orIPLE-TELY^v4E. KriASikrp^'

14 N.4.^WO t4 Ls/^VJEATHEA E,

Water Pressure Tests

7 eVoonhies ci tn.olungeonhscsohmo pu uldmb te.onreod

....s. Test sections ore indicatedsheets.
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth Cm)^Block 13 White^Colour

_

t -55/A6/1I86



0
8
:te

Fracture
Loga 0 ROD

g
Rock Type

and
Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,etrength,etc

NO

SANDSTONE

(.'.J.

CORE

ow 41, bravo,
sfiff sc.ncly c.10-y

y %now isVN
rvc.k

SANDSTONE

Defect Frequency
Structures

Joints ,veins , seams,f oults ,etc 3

WaTteesrt Piroesssseusr e

(Lugeons)
Intercept Angle
30^60^80 90

1>ed.clirnZ o - 406

widely %paced ‘'soinika

ch1ori4e
4,CtItirts

b<uiet ;via 30'
%km sioan ed

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core toss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured re/alive to a plane normal to the care axis

Defect Frequency — Number of noturol defects (shears,JoInts,froctures) per 25cm of
core occurring OF spec/fled intercept angle range.

ifater Level Measurements —^Levet when hole In progress at specified depth.

Level In completed hole on specified dote;

Water Pressure Tests

Values in lugeons should be read
in conjunction with computation
sheets. Test sections ore indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black 8 White Colour

I-55/416/1167

SANDSTONE

C .J.

SAN DS1ONE

VAU OSTION

t

SANOSIONIE
- SM.ISTONE

H

y ttioN.J■ 511 $o rowy,

soCi. -'4tcc so.ndy
C

/ ell ow is1-% bit:A.4n

weak rock —
r6^e.ci, sand.

s-tone^si liskotNe
0.5^- 2_ cis% .

b town firm - s+a cc
elo.y

y eltowisb• brow*,

we.o.k rock.

1 5rrr

.70

Drill type __EOX^

Feed _ _tlY DRA_U_LI ^
Core barrel type^

MIELE - TWSE-
Driller _

Commenced .11^7t^
Completed __2.1.1" S. *7^

Logged by G_....TALOLISOPL _

Vertical scale _ _0.00^

Checked by

CA./. COMPLETELY `Alt-eKrbi EKED
■41(Aity NE ATI4 E RED

m-

io

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY 13 GEOPHYSICS

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

HOLE NO 7 I

SHEET .3 OF 2

PROJECT _ _C 11.Y_ _ EAST- -.J NYEST MATION_,_ _ C.A.44.6F-11.KA ^
LOCATION _CORUE R. _ __SiltAI.LUTA_BIti._ j_ _CORRIN_AIDER&C _.TS .^

_CAN ZERRA _ _ C_IT_Y_^
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (8) Ala '^  DIRECTION ------

COORDINATES R.L. OF COLLAR



'

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GEOLOGY fi GEOPHYSICS

Description

Lifh0I00Y,colour,strength , etc

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

COORDINATES^
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (a) -   DIRECTION

R.L. OF COLLAR^

•
racture
Log RODa

,ta•-1

Intercept Angle
0 30 60 BO 90

Defect Frequency
Structures

Joints ,veins, seams,faults ,etc

HOLE NO. .T1

SHEET 2 OF 2.

ti Water Pressure
Test Losses

3^(Lugeons)

PROJECT __CM__ EAST_ _ leLV Esitsz 1014 .,__CANISE.118A
LOCATION ^

'GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE

6 12 M.

Iron .sloined beddin5

plones 2,0 0

b roken core

bacidIns 2-4 crn ,

ai%:0 40°

sand only re.covered
-probable Caul} sone

arkesian wole

SAN s-ron3L

St 1-7STONE

tAix_rbcuicleci
y ettoNits\N

brown

tAUDSTONE 'fellow brown b oto.r4c

V21 

ENO OF HOLE 30 • 5 rft toc feet

NO

HU OsiONE.

m.W

S L.T STONE

M .W — S.W.

NO

2

30m'

Water Pressure Tests

• Values in lugeons should be read
In conjunction with computation
Sheet,. Test sections are indicofeel
by blacked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White Colour

1-55/416/1187

u os-rolve
— C

rrwrs,-kly dry, some weak

voc_k allow^- brown

Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25 em of core. Zones of core loss blocked M.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured rotative to op/One normal to the core =Is

Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears doints,fractures) P81 .25 cm of

Core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Water Level Measurements —^Level when hole in progress at specified depth.

-IL_ Level in completed hole on specified dote.

thruck^- roSs. o.net overfloWegi

Drill type

Feed^

Core barrel type

Driller _ ^

Commenced^

Camp's tad^

Logged by ^

Vertical, scale^

Checked by



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, PROJECT _ _CiTY_ _EAST_ _4.14V.ESSAGAT1014..) .CA!..1.33E AR _A„  ' ^• ^.
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS LOCATION^

.-
GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (e) _ 9Ce ^DIRECTION-

COORDINATES   ^R.L. OF COLLAR^
•

^  HOLE NO  72. 

SHEET.._ 0F2._

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology,colour,streogth,etc

o
-.O' o.

,
0 6-

v o ..
5 ,, tit
« n g
1--,az 13

..
f_ It t
oa.:u
(:) ,r6

Fracture
Log ROD

Defect Frequency
Structures

Joints,veins,seams,foults,etc

`671;
-0 ,,I;
3 --I

Water Pressure
Test Losses
(Lugeons) *

^

—^- --—
Intercept Angle

0^30^60^BO 90
^1 ^1

0^6^i2 ;83.

i

NO CORE '

.^,^•

.

,^.^.

• ,

•

,

.^.
•

INIIIMIIIMMIll
MINIMMIIIMMI
11.11111=11/111=1
IMEIMMIMINEMI
.11.11111.1.11111111111
11111111111.1111111111111
MENOMMINE
MEM=lumissoll
=Mims=
Sill

.........

......--

mmisma.
mum-Toms.c.,..i .

__^
5-... 9 5m •

•

10rff

9n -

tby .

ommiiimi
milMOIN
MEM=
UNE-
immummoll
NEMMENM
emilMMENN
MIMMIHMEsm111•111111Mili
MINIMINNIIIIIME11111===
NEMEMINO

1

.

all

;

NO
.

.

CORE -

tiuos-rotve c. . .
—
--- 20

NO CORE .

I

–100
NO CO.E 10

---,------

Icvm;no..441.01 , 6,14:14;rn

cl■in^2.0°.

'

muDsToNE

t...4.
"lattow - 6rowv. s+i CT

=i00
_

____________
_________

NO CORE

KuosTONE
C NJ .

Yellow - brew's, 3441 clo.

NO CO RE^.

sAmoratIE
yY42.110%., - browft^scuNcii

deLy
75 .

NO CORE

sANDs-coNE

c w.
lellow - browv,,sesn y

ckay.

— 60 .

Drill type __rox_^

Feed _ Nil:A/M.7W r..._ _^ _

Core barrel type _^
_TfiteLE____MAS.^
Driller _ &AA_^

Commenced __.....7.9t,_____

Completed _ __ 20:12-11_

Logged by A ,Thco115011----
Vertical scale ..12312.0.^

Checked by^

• Notes.^ .

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measured relative to op/one normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency —Number of natural defect* (shears, foints,froctureS) Per 25cm af

.^core occurring at speclf/ed Intercept angle range.
•

Water Level Measurements — —1—. Level when hole in progress of specified depth.

. _st.._ Level in Completed hole on specified dote.

C.V.1 •^CO PIPLETEV^v1 EA-n4E9tED

.-
-

.

Water Pressure Tests

* Values i n . lugeons should be read
sinneecofnejurnacst;osnawctlIoncsoomrpu^t

intdictted
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

Depth (m)^Black a White^Colour

I-55/416/1188
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1

BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT _ _CiT_Y . _EAST_ _ IN NI F.-ST_I_CrAT_I_ON^CANBERRA^
GEOLOGY & GEOPHYSICS- 

%--
^LOCATION    

• 

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (8L50- ^DIRECTION^- ^

COORDINATES   ^R.L. OF COLLAR^

.

^ HOLE NO. 72_

SHEET _Z_ OF 2._

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology, colour.strength, etc

.,.?
c^.c ,,

0 6 -1

...•7 l' •'.
0 0 0... 0

lie

r ?, 0
....-
, .

CS 3 -
Fracture

Log R OD

Defect Frequency
Structures

JOints,veins ,seams,faults,etc

:,-,. To
- r,
3' -I

Water Pressure
Test Losses

(Lugeons) *
Intercept Angle

0^30^60^80 90

0 12 m•
mt./OS-CONE.C. ^. 5 +SC^c.I ck. 20 in

25

•

30

•

35m

=11■1111111•1111
MN

lorrvin *Aso% - loe old ingi

dips 20'
icsn4s sarne

rj2"2-
broke_r.^exam

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

NO CORE
Immo=NE

tiu 0 STON E
C A./.

\AIM* w - lorow n^10 Iff
e 1%1 100

.-- -I
_ MEM

=MN

MUM

MEM

MilMEMEM

NM=

■MO

Imam=
MINIIIMI11111•11111
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
MINMENIMM
ONIMMIIMME
1.0■11MEN
IMMINNUMMEN

MM..=

MEM"
MOM=
=MEM
Ii11111111=111U OSTON E

c .w •
Ye-I low - ktrOwn i4-ift
c.121 90

=BM
muml—immismilmi
MINIM
MINNIIIIIMMIN
MIIIIM=IIIIIIIM
11=11111111111111M1111
1=1111111=111111111
MIIIIIM111111•11110
=Ems=milmmimm

IMIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIminolummimoms=
.........

—MOM

i■msB--
MIMI=

NE ^milmilin

iii.

IMII

III

CAN °STOWE

ii w .
Brown weak roe-k 1441

14

111110
4,
kill
1101

killittli

10Q

100

100

1 0 0

SAND STO NE

m .w .
.84 ry itM bwn11^ro

mod cina..1 .2.1y^virons

1 te trwsit sin 6 row nSAND STO ME

Vi •■4 •

Nowimiii
1111111•1111111111•=11
IMINNIUM.IN
IIIIIIIMIIIIIIMEirmal
moonimmsimumwommi=mon=
01111111•1111111111•111
MIIIIMMIIIMIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII
11111111.11•1111111111
MIIIIIMMIIIIIIMI

SANDS-TON E

S .V.I .
•

ire- tralish brown
I
1111

14111

INIIIIIMME1111
IMIIIIIIIMMIll
IIIMIIIMIMMI111111011111■NIMI=111111■1
M1111111•11=1111111
IMIN1111•111111=
11111MIMIIM=1
11••=1111=11111111
1111•1111M•1111=
1111MMIIIMIMIll

Drill type __COX^

Feed H_Y_O PASIJAC.^
Core barrel type ^

_Jilin-E._ _ MUSE.^
Driller __Quilt,^

Commenced

Completed^

Logged by StiALOILSON - _ _
Vertical scale _JIM.^

Checked by^

-^ Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 26cm of core. Zones of sore Mit blocked in.

Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measured re/ative too plane normal to the core axis

Defect Frequency —Number of natural defects (ehoorsdoints,fractures) per 25cm of
core occurring at specified intercept angle range.

Wciter Level Measurements — .2..... Levet when hole in progress at Specified depth:'

-2--- Level in completed hole on spec7fleddote:'

•
.^.^.^.^.^.^.

• •
•

--,

..

I^Water Pressure Tests

* Values in lugeons should be react
in conjunction with computation
,nets. rest sections are indicated

by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

awn (rn )^Block a White^Colour

-
l-55/A16/II88
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BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT .:_t rr Y_ _ _ V.AS1_ _ _ 1 t4 Sf_CS;STA.OPATICttl^S.ANCLE IkKes^
GEOLOGY 8 GEOPHYSICS^ LOCATION _^

•
. • 

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ( e ) ^DIRECTION __ _ _ ________ :_ __ _____

COORDINATES  

^

^R.L. OF COLLAR^
•

^ HOLE NO. _7;3

-t^ -

SHEET A. OF_2.

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology.colour,strength,etc

.1. .2i o:
0 6- -I

1/ E r..-,u2^t
"lie g

,,0 0
.;7;8...i

gr.-
Fracture

L.,,g R 00

Defect Frequency
Structures

JOint2 016102, 660m8,, OUlte Oft
I^1^1

t It
•-- :
3 _i

water Pressure
Test Losses
(Lugeons) .

Intercept Angle
0^so^60^so 60

0 6 12 •
.

NO

,

CORE

-.

.

.
•
.
-
.
.

•

•

•

.

.

.

1

.

-
1=1■1•■■■••-."•11

PI ki Ds-1.°N E
14 NJ . - C.:W.

Yellow - 12,o'wv•■ weak
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.

.

.
5m •

•.^.,
•
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-
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.

•

-
-

10M*

_
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-_

..-.-
.

-

-
15rrr

.
•
.

•
.
.
•

-

2Drri

-

.

.
.

.
•

•
cto,y^Wise' joints
core- pieces 4 -20 cr.%

.

3 she.o.re.4

kmactiv.ck^40* Wet e_
LI^

1
brokcvN core • vuiy
ore. ■441.03Witrack. Ovf

'

-^ •

.

.

.

.
.

.

-

.

.

MUDSTONE.^•

MA.J.•

pc cl.cfrANN^.6reo..r. -
roe*. mock eskektty

strait's rock
.^

.

—

.-

C •vi • skiPC^c.1o.y^. ...—
.NO COPE

MVOS-TONT_ Pull"

visoli.

14.W. kili11.1.
No COKE

rh.o os-r ONE.
M Ad .

recidil.‘t^karourr% !loll
,

H W. .......Nw

WO CORE,

&

KUDSTONE

C••..1 • — 14 N...),
estAlci;s11^brow,"

HUM-TONE

H .N.1. - PI -%••I •
purr

- killih

PAU os-ronA.

fl NJ .

purple. - csrel .
mOdew0Alt1y throviCA
rock

.

N441111i

..

•

S.W.

MU CYS7ON E *Wish oare-i , s fOrn

rock
• NIIIII

..^ •

Drill type - 10-X^ ______

Feed _1141DAA.1.)1.1.C._ . _ _ _ _-

Cora barrel type^
_ Tpapiz. ___Tiliza ^• 

Driller __Bsti:n..^

Commenced _ 114_ - 14^
Compieted _ _ 1:_ftt_trl 4 ^

Logged by .4...I.PAOSISOri...
Ver tical seal* _ 1.:100^

Checked by^

 .^ Notes.^.
Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25cm of core. Zones of core loss Necked M.
Bedding and Joint Planes — Angles are measurer/ relative too plane normal to the core we
Defect Frequency — Number of natural defects (shears, joints,fractures) per 25cm of

• core occurring of specified Intercept angle range.^.
'

Water Level Measurements 7 _i_ Level when hole in progress at specified depth.
- -V.— Level in completed hole on specified dpte.

C. !../ .^COMPLETELY^WENT MERE 0^.:
.^ .

• H..•/.^% 1 ONLY^WE A-THUMP^:^•

ri .W ..^m0 DE RAT E LY^%4E. ATMERED

,^.^S . v 1.^S L I CsilTLY^WE ATHERED

Water Pressure Tests

• Values in lugeons should be read

sinheetsiurn LI it: lh ncs7.:;'•nt aciti'cirmd
by tabaled in striPe•

Care Photograph Negative No. •

Depth tot)^Block & White^Colour

.
I255/A16/1189



BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES,^PROJECT _ _ _CITY_ __EAST__JINIV_ESTJAATI_ON,._ _c_AWM.AflA_^
GEOLOGY a GEOPHYSICS^LOCATION_^

GEOLOGICAL LOG OF DRILL HOLE^ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (0) _5.0 ° ^DIRECTION ^_— 
COORDINATES^._ ^R.L. OF COLLAR^

HOLE NO.23_

GHEE T _Z. OF:Z_

Rock Type
and

Degree of Weathering

Description

Lithology, colour,strength, etc

.2' 1 et
,..1 a 9
,•5 6- -

o e a.
B^:is
-^,.. b.15 ar.

0 o
f..z, h
a * kJ
o'gz,

Fracture
Log ROD

Defect Frequency
Structures

Joints ,veins, seams,faults,etc

Water Pressure'67:s
•t t
3-

Test Losses
(Lugeons) *

Intercept Angle
0^30^60^80 90

6. 6^12 IS.

MUDSTONE

SAJ- CRST
'

......N...._

-

...

-

.

...
.

.

2rrv

-

.

.
-
_

-

-

-

.

'

.

'

.

.

'

'

.^-

Iziti-%

some ironsi.o.ineci

SeiMs. Cossferous

6 a tiolirva 3S° - 4.0 '

'

.

•

1

.

_

• .

.

Ill/DSTONE

FRESH
Mois‘-% %ray

N.

-.....:„.-•
.1"....,.

•

.

a

Drill type _FDA^

Feed _HYDRAULIC________

Core barrel type^

,_TRIPLE___ItURE^

.^Driller _.(3..11.A.^

Commenced __

Completed^

Logged by .G....3M.0.13SON^

Vertical scale _WOO.^

Checked by^

.^.

• .^
Notes

Fracture Log — Number of fractures per 25 cm of. core. Zones Of core loss blocked in.

ve to o pions normal to the core axisBedding and Joint Planes — Angles ore measured relati

Defect Frequency —Number of natural defects (shears, joints,froctures) Per 25cm of
core occurring of specified Intercept angle range.^•

Water Level Measurements — _V..— Lapel when hole M progress at specified depth.

.^ -IL— Level in completed hole on specified dote.
.^.

S.'si .^SU COCTLY^■./EATHERED ,^
•

.
FRST^FRESH^STAMED

.

.

.^Water Pressure Tests

1* Values in . lugeotnhs shouldb eread

isnheefs
conjunction

. Test sections or
Compu tatio

n indicated
by blocked in strips.

Core Photograph Negative No.

^

Depth (m)^Black & White^Colour

-

^

- ---^-^--- ^ -
I-55/416/1189



APPENDIX 2

SOIL TEST RESULTS 



80°

Undisturbed
w(%.) 7-25.7

I• 2i ols c, m^'52) m D P-( 1

UNIT
STRESS

(
Kg sq cm

0.5

   

/..-,ty.i.TR A 1 t p,
• DEPAR TMENT OF MiNERALS AND EN. ERCi^BUM.7..AU OF- WINER AL 1117.fiCr..)7Zr., 1:-.:S

.^A.CY. EN3INENG GEOLOGY

TEST RESULT SHEET

Investigation^rrY^PR03Eic.f
Lo:nt ion: ^CI Vie.  C-E-ifeREJ^AKUI\111 STRE,E.,1-

Sample Dcription (z):_ _CO ti%^/Y./ _ WEirl<1.ir-Ar,(2 _ ikup .1-ohl _

1
^^^ ^

3s, f sr: Nsl. I D2 . D 2 02j
b,n..-:4 '30 m 14.9 • 9 ..2.,D. in -4- –

_,Sarn.a!e. No.—....._ / 2 '5 I

. iirAi,.1.11:v.a..._liquid 1+0

?)I

Sit.

2(.0

"62,

Loasl Eat:lir—Limit fl-ci

.Els:difdly_^1-1c!.•':.i. 9 "6 9

Unified Classificaticin M.L. Pi. L. M. L.
. U.S.PRA. Classificcition (4-4- , (4 - /4-10

1,/
•0^ 10

UNIT STRAIN ( %

To accompany Record 1974/123^ 1-55/A16/1190



TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST RESULTS 

Saturated, consolidated, undrAined, three stage testa on
undisturbed samples, 5 cm diameter.

Drillhole Depth
(m)

Description^Cohesion
(kPa)

Friction
angle
(degrees)

Groundtest B2 18 Completely
weathered mud-
stone

46 29.4

Groundtest Cl 30 Completely
weathered mud-
stone

55 25.7

BMR^64 16 Highly weathered
muds tone

143 23.8

BMR^64. 25 Highly weathered
brecciated mud-
stone

95 28.2

BMR^65 18 Highly-completely
weathered mudstone

86 25.1

Tests by Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation
(1974)



SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDOMETER RESULTS 

Consolidometer tests were done on three samples of

I^highly to completely weathered mudstone from BMR drill
hole 65, depth 20-30 m.

I COEFFICIENT OF CONSOLIDATION, Cv (m2/year)

Pressure increments (k Pa)

I Sample^0-55^55-109^109-219^219-438^438-875^875-1313

I A^-^-^-^ -^14

B^47^42^31^21^16^15

I C^ -^34^54^13

I^
COEFFICIENT OF COMPRESSIBILITY Mv (m

2ikN x 10
-6 )

Pressure increments (k Pa)

I Sample^0-55^55-109^109-219^219-438^438-875^875-1313

I^A
7^4^4^3^7^7

B 82 57 120 49 34 23

II
C^8^6^4^7^14^10

Tests by Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation (1974)

I



APPENDIX 2 (iv)

UNIFIEQ SOIL CLi!kSSIFICATION SYSTEM

I.

1

•1

CLASSIFICATION CHART
MAJORDIVISIONS SYMBOLS TYPICAL NAMES

w.

U)^w
--I^>

O
^a)

Ti)
CO

cz
0 "w 0
Z Z

Cc -6
0^cn

..-
Lu^0

(1)^"
CC ‘<^•-•
0^gl
(..)^z

G,
ei
E

\

GRAVELS

(More than 1/2 of
1
coarse fraction>

no. 4 U.S. sieve size)

.

I

Gyv .-^...
•

Well graded gravels or gravel-sand mixtures,

little or no fines *

GP
'4 ,....
r,..-::11:.:^Ft.
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Organic silts and organic silty clays of low plasticty
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Inorganic silts, micaceous or diatomaceous fine

sandy or silty soils, elastic silts 
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 •
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Organic clays of medium to high plasticity,
organic silty clays,organic silts

HIGHLY ORGANIC
SOILS Pt

—
Peat and other highly organic S0113^.-

fines-portion of a soil finer than a no.200 sieve

GRAIN SIZE CHART

Classification

Range of grain size
U.S. Standard
. Sieve Size

Grain Size
in Millimetres

BOULDERS Above 12 - Above 305

COBBLES 12-to 3 - 305 to 76.2^•
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3-to 3/4"

3/4" to No.4
76-2 to 19-1

19.1 to 4.76

SAND
coarse

medium

fine

No.4 to No. 200 4-76 to 0-074

No.4 to No. 10

No.10 to No.40

NO. 40 to No.200

4.76 to 2 - 00

.. 2.00 to 0-420

0420 to 0-074

SILT & CLAY Below No.200 Below 0.074^•
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